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NCR Brand 
Collated Carbonless 

 
 

 

 
 

 Q&A, Appleton's Environmental 
Efforts 

 NCR's ISO 14001 CERTIFICATION 

 
 

 
LEARN MORE about carbonless and NCR PAPER* brand sheets via an audio presentation. 
  
“I DIDN’T KNOW THAT I COULD RUN CARBONLESS ON MY INK JET OR LASER PRINTER?” Customers 
who are converting to digital printing can be confused how this is done. Unlike the multi-part continuous forms 
paper, when you print on a digital printer, each sheet is individually printed.  
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WHERE TO START: 
Unlike our COLLATED BOND, carbonless paper has a coating that will transmit an image (CB), receive an image 
(CF) or both (CFB). Because of these coatings, you can not just turn the paper over in your paper tray to adjust 
how the color sequence will be delivered to your tray. That is why all carbonless brands sell the same paper two 
ways. One will be forward sequence (White, Canary, Pink) and the other reversed (Pink, Canary, White). The one 
you need depends on the printer you will be using and how it prints and delivers the paper. To help you to find out 
which sequence you will need, we have a CARBONLESS SEQUENCE TEST PROCEDURE. If you are going to 
order 3 or more parts, this test must be done. For 2 part, to reverse the sequence, move the top sheet move it to 
the bottom.  
 
FOR PRICING, OR TO ORDER, click on one the following links. 
 
NCR STREIGHT SEQUENCE: 
White / Canary 
White / Pink 
White / Canary / Pink 
White / Canary / Pink / Goldenrod 
White / Green / Canary / Pink / Goldenrod 
 
NCR REVERSE SEQUENCE: 
Canary / White 
Pink / White 
Pink / Canary / White 
Goldenrod / Pink / Canary / White 
Goldenrod / Pink / Canary / Green / White 
 
INDIVIDUAL COLORS AND COATINGS: 
Some customers multiple tray printers and require the sheets to be un-collated. 
  
SUPERIOR PERF (LaserSnap) FORM SETS: 
The same paper with an additional ½” perforated stub. Designed to be padded after printing, only 
the stub is glued which allows individual copies to be removed without the complete set falling 
apart. 
 
CUSTOM PAPER COLOR SEQUENCE: 
Select several standard paper colors in any sequence for each of the set positions from two part, 
up to 6 part. You can also order your terms and conditions printed on the back along with other 
forms printing options. 
 
PADDING ADHESIVE: 
Unlike scratch pad glue, this adhesive will single out the individual sets in a stack and only glue the 
sets together. 
 
The owner of Lowers Industries has been a commercial printer since 1965. He designed 
our web site to assist our customers with information and training tools so that they 
could make more educated product decisions.  
 
HAVE QUESTIONS? 
Email: Sales@Lowers.com            
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BOND AND CARBONLESS 
COLLATED FORM SETS 

 
THIS NOTICE APPLIES TO; 
 

 BLANK CUSTOM SEQUENCE 20# BOND 
 

 BLANK CUSTOM SEQUENCE NCR CARBONLESS 
 

 PRINTED STOCK SEQUENCE 20# BOND 
 

 PRINTED STOCK SEQUENCE NCR CARBONLESS 
 

 PRINTED CUSTOM SEQUENCE 20# BOND 
 

 PRINTED CUSTOM SEQUENCE NCR CARBONLESS 
 
As this product/service has become one of our most popular, our inventory level can 
fluctuate from day to day. Although not always the case, please allow 5-7 working days 
for production plus shipping time for delivery. 
 
 
Sincerely; 

Stephen L. Lowers 
Sales@Lowers.com 
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NCR Brand 
Collated Carbonless 

 

Why did my order not ship in the original factory box? 

Due to a number of large boxes of carbonless and collated bond paper being 

damaged or destroyed by UPS in a single 30 day period, we have been forced to 

adopt a new UPS shipping policy. All orders of 25 lbs or more must be shipped in a 

box that has a 275 lb. per square inch bursting test certification printed on the 

bottom of the box.  The original factory boxes do not meet this UPS requirement. To 

be able to guarantee safe delivery of your order and to able to place a claim in the 

event of any damage, we must now transfer the product to the heavier box.  

 
Declared Value 
 
Declared value is not insurance. The declared value of your shipment indicates UPS's maximum liability for a 
package that is lost or damaged. UPS's liability is limited to US$100.00 (or local currency equivalent) on packages 
with no declared value. You can choose to declare a higher value for your shipment up to the maximum allowed 
in your country, by entering a declared value in the shipping system used and paying an additional charge. When 
you declare a value in excess of $100 (or local currency equivalent), you do not receive any form of insurance. 
Shippers desiring cargo insurance, all risk insurance, or another form of insurance should purchase such 
insurance from a third party.   
  
Limits on declared value and restrictions on UPS's liability (including for packages not adequately packaged) are 
described in the UPS Tariff/Terms and Conditions of Service, available at UPS.com. For non-U.S. origin 
shipments, please refer to the UPS Terms and Conditions of the origin country. 
 
LIMITS AND CONDITIONS: Your shipment must be boxed to UPS standards for packing and the box must have 
a "Box Certificate" printing on the bottom stating that the "Bursting Test" is equal to, or greater than, 275 lbs per 
square inch. No claim will be considered if these conditions are not meet. 
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